CASE STUDY

BACKGROUND

We’ve been working with one of the VoD industry’s largest players, an organisation that
has over 150 million subscribers, to help them understand the value of their content and
App placement across Connected TV Devices.

THE PROBLEM

Being one of the largest streaming apps
worldwide, and responsible for thousands
of hours of content, Our client was
struggling to keep track of their presence
across the different digital storefronts and
devices across their
key territories.

This customer needed visibility of where
their App and original content was
being merchandised on key platforms,
specifically across the USA and UK
markets.

They also lacked the knowledge on the
different promotional opportunities
they could have been taking advantage
of, and were not able to see what the
competition was doing in the same
space. This was necessary in order for
them to maximise their own content
placements, and in turn revenue.

THE SOLUTION

Using the Merchandising tool, Looper
Insights delivered full visibility on their
App and content being promoted across
each key platform, as well as insights
into their competitor’s. By providing
them with the key actionable insights
from the digital storefronts, as well as

Share of Voice data, our client could
now gain better and more valuable
placements for their titles and App.

THE RESULTS

The Looper Insights platform has
enabled the client to identify a variety of
promotional opportunities and insights
into their content placement that they
would otherwise have been unaware
of. This allowed them to both optimise
their storefront positioning and increase
revenues.
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EXPANDED COVERAGE

Eight weeks into using the Looper Insights platform, this client asked to expand their
coverage 12-fold, starting with their top six territories, with further expansion planned later
in the year.

Within the first 6 months of working
together, the client saw a 15% uplift
in their placement value.
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